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Here’s Why Deaf People Hate
the Medical Community
by Tracy Stine

Video Phone: 903-253-9655
Communication Coordinator:
call 903-617-6204 or email
coordinator@tdhhc.org
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To ease this tension and foster a good
doctor-patient relationship, you need
to understand the following points:
A Certified Interpreter is Vital
As I mentioned earlier, ASL is our first
language and easiest for us to

which the Deaf patient denied
repeatedly. After several frustrated
attempts back and forth it was
understood that the doctor really said,
“You have heartburn.” The Deaf
patient gave up, wrote to the doctor:
(continued on page 2)

(continued from front page)

“I’m leaving! I’ll come back when you get a proper
interpreter!”
Video Remote Interpreting (VRI) is not
Accessible

We are fully capable of understanding you, and are able to
participate in health decisions once the proper
communication method is in place: which is an
interpreter. Writing back and forth and lipreading is a lot
less efficient than doctors realize.

Many hospital and large medical offices are relying on
VRI, which is a laptop or monitor connected by Wi-Fi to
an interpreter located off site. As cost effective this may
be on administrative paper, it is not an accessible or
effective means of communication for Deaf patients.

Don’t Question Our Deafness

As a matter of fact, we HATE it!

Like I said earlier, Deaf people feel that they’re not
broken; they concentrate on what they can do with their
rich culture just like anyone else, instead of concentrating
on hearing, speaking, and assimilating into the “hearing”
world.

Forget the fact it takes forever to sign in, enter hospital
name, department number, hospital floor, head nurse
name, room number, and patient name, and account
number, etc. It uses the hospital’s Wi-Fi connection,
which as many patients know, is very slow, frequently
drops out, and requires frequent sign-ins. Then there’s the
problem with viewing:
• the screens are clumsy to position
• it’s sometimes hard to see the screen when lying in bed
• the interpreter may not be able to see the Deaf patient or
their Deaf family members
because
of the Wi-Fi connection, there are frequent
•
screen freezes so there are a lot of words missed
• and lastly there are those who also have vision
problems, or are deafblind, who prefer tactile
sign language, rather than straining to see a flat
screen.
Stop Assuming We Are Mentally Deficient
Just because they are Deaf doesn’t mean they can’t grasp
what you’re explaining to them. A missing sense doesn’t
translate into missing brain functioning.
I have met countless doctors, nurses, and other
professionals, who upon learning that I’m Deaf and
legally blind, automatically assume I’m incapable of daily
self-care; then they’re surprised I actually have a
Bachelor’s degree, am married with children, and live
independently and don’t need a “caretaker.”

Many Deaf patients feel frustrated at doctors insisting on
questioning them about the cause of their deafness when
it’s irrelevant to the medical visit. Don’t ask why they do
or do not wear hearing aids or get cochlear implants.

Don’t Be Dismissive
Many Deaf parents, like myself, are frustrated by the
dismissive attitude of doctors and nurses when they bring
their children in for appointments or to the ER. The
medical staff starts communicating with the child and
doesn’t address the parent at all.
This may seem easier to deal with, but the child is still a
child and does not understand the complexity of their
medical needs. Children also don’t relay the full
information back to their Deaf
parents either which is also why you
shouldn’t use them as interpreters as
well.
Because of these frustrating
experiences by Deaf patients, they
tend to avoid seeking medical
treatment, skip regular checkups and
have an overall mistrust of the medical community.
So to better serve your Deaf patients and avoid costly
lawsuits, it would be a good idea to simply use common
sense, drop the stereotypical assumptions, and follow
these simple tips.
To view the original article, visit http://www.lifehack.org./

Thank you to the
wonderful
TJC students who fold
newsletters, help with
ASL Games, volunteer
at workshops, and
more. You guys rock!

FUNDRAISER!
For the WHOLE month of APRIL,
POSADO’S on GENTRY in Tyler
will donate 10% of food
purchases when customer tells
them it is for TDHHC.

APRIL 2017
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Meat provided.
Bring a potluck
dish and lawn
Members $5
chairs.

Apr. 1st: TDHHC 11AM, lunch, TMAD 1PM, & short ETDF meeting at Kathy Westberry’s (BBQ lunch)
Apr. 6th: SENIOR CITIZENS
lunch, 11AM at The Shed Cafe: 8337 FM 279, Edom, TX 75756
Apr. 29th: TDHHC Advisory Committee Mtg 10AM & Deaf Workshop 12PM, TJC West Campus
Apr. 1st & 21st: coffee CHAT, 7PM - 1st Sat. at Starbuck’s Loop 323; 3rd Fri. at Whataburger Lindale
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Non-members $5+
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Senior Citizens

Deaf Ladies
meet at
Josephine’s.
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TDHHC Advisory
Committee
Mtg (moved to 29th)
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ETGID Event
(see front
page.)
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Law Enforcement
Workshop for Deaf with
Teresa Dell
TJC West 12-4PM

EAST TEXAS GAMES FOR THE DEAF! April 22nd
Come join TJC at the annual ASL games, Saturday from 8:30AM - 1:30PM at the Tyler Junior College, Roger Student
Center, Apache Rooms 3 & 4. Contact Patrick Grona by April 15th to register your team to represent your church, club,
college, high school, or other organization. (Individuals will be put on a team.) Tickets are $1 per person.
To register your team, email: PGRO@TJC.EDU

Thank you to the Woodmen of the World
for their generous donation, accepted by
board members pictured below, Dr. Lonny
McKinzie and Chris Detkos.

Did You Know?
Actor Lou Ferrigno, who played in the 1970
movie "The Incredible Hulk,” is deaf.
He now focuses on body building education.
-Patrick Grona

JULY 8TH

Interested in camping at
JELLYSTONE PARK?
Need to know if you want to join
ASAP so we can make reservations
and pay in advance. Tents, RV space,
or cabins for rent. We will have a
tournament of games for prizes.
All proceeds will benefit next year’s
East Texas Deaf Festival.
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Thank You!
Supporters and Sponsors
Mr. & Mrs.
Robert Eysnogle

Anonymous Donor
THANK YOU!

THANK YOU!

